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Modernize and  
automate your  
IT infrastructure
Deliver agile infrastructure services  
to meet modern business needs
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You need a partner 
who can help identify 
where technology 
can improve business 
delivery, can deliver 
at depth across 
networking, storage, 
compute and 
security, and exploit 
automation to align 
IT delivery to your 
business needs.

We help you build, implement and manage an infrastructure 
that puts your organization’s most critical IT assets – 
your applications and data – at the forefront. Our broad 
approach considers all factors needed for application 
success; architecture for performance and your unique 
application portfolio, efficient and automated operations, 
security and compliance posture, connectivity to users and 
stakeholders, and choice of transaction and commercial 
models. We’ll modernize your infrastructure as a key part 
of your organization’s digital transformation journey and 
ensure it aligns to business priorities and outcomes. In 
addition, our state-of-the-art data center facilities provides 
a compelling option for your technology and application 
placement strategy. 

The rapid and ongoing pace of technology innovation, 
operations and consumption offers far more choice to 
organizations seeking a transformative approach to IT. 
Many companies embarking on a hybrid approach to IT 
have realized their on-premises data center environments 
need to quickly evolve to keep up with modern software-
driven requirements.

Specifically, your organization may now face the following challenges:
• An ageing network that can’t cope with the volume or traffic patterns of modern data centers and  

don’t support new software driven operations models. 

• A myriad of compute platforms, which means you’re not getting the best mix of compute in your 
environment, and you’re not getting the scale you need across core or edge data center locations.

• From a storage perspective, most enterprises have invested in some form of modern flash storage,  
but not at scale, and you’re not getting the best of the mix of storage.

• From a cyber-security perspective, the threat landscape is evolving more rapidly than ever before, yet 
enterprise infrastructure is not able to move at the same pace, so your risk and security postures are 
getting worse over time.

• Enterprise technology is siloed, and these silos often don’t work together in a cohesive way.

Ultimately, organizations need business flexibility that can only be provided by accelerated deployment of 
products and services through automation. You want to successfully integrate multi-vendor services at scale 
and leverage open API frameworks, all while being able to secure infrastructure and operations across hybrid 
environments. Critically, on-premises, edge or colocation infrastructures need to work in concert with cloud 
for a cohesive, secure and efficient end-to-end approach to hybrid cloud.
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Services overview

Consulting expertise  
Our infrastructure, security and operations expertise help you succeed with your own infrastructure modernization.

Data center infrastructure 
As one of the biggest data center, networking, compute and storage providers, we’re able to provide a cohesive, 
modern on-premises automated architecture.

Cybersecurity 
We secure your critical data center assets to give you governance and control.

Technical and support services 
We’ll help you design, deploy and support infrastructure solutions.

Managed services 
We manage your underlying infrastructure, so you can focus on your core business activities.

ICT infrastructure services 
We give you access to world-leading data center facilities, high performance cloud infrastructure options and 
extensive global network coverage.

Challenge How our solution addresses it

Slow deployment  
and application cycles 

Through automated operational processes, we can accelerate the 
deployment of new business and IT services. 

Inefficient use  
of resources 

Our approach means you’re able to harness business value from your data, 
allowing you to redirect staff to higher business value activities. 

Reduced business agility By leveraging software-driven infrastructure and DevOps, we’ll help you 
deliver high levels of client satisfaction with high performance connectivity 
throughout your network to the user. 

Costly IT services We’re able to offer a cost-competitive set of services with a reduced total 
cost of ownership. 

Improving security and 
compliance posture 

Through appropriate security and governance solutions, we’re able to 
protect data and applications wherever they are, improve control for data 
sovereignty, reducing risk and improve compliance posture.

Consistent approach  
across hybrid

Our integrated end-to-end approach considers your infrastructure across 
public cloud, private cloud, co-located environments, in addition to 
modernizing on-premises data centers.

Challenges and solutions
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Our infrastructure modernization and automation approach

Consulting services

Technical services

Support services

Managed services

Building an infrastructure that supports applications and automated operations

Deliver agile infrastructure services to meet modern business needs

Applications and data

Programmable infrastructure

Management 
Automation Infrastructure Monitoring Analytics

Cybersecurity

Network Compute Storage
End-to-end software-defined architecture for automation

Software-defined  
data centre network 
Application delivery  

Core network services

Hyperconverged 
infrastructure  

Converged infrastructure 
Servers

Flash 
Storage Area 

Network 
Network Attached 

Storage 

Core data centers
Housing critical  
on-premises business 
applications

Edge data centers
Data growth and 
emerging use cases 
for computing at edge

Co-location
Managed co-lo with 
high speed cloud 
connectivity
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The NTT advantage
NTT Ltd. is one of the world’s largest security service providers, offer industry-leading global network connectivity 
with high speed, low latency, and large volume IP backbone with 16.6 Tbps network capacity. As one of the world’s 
largest data center providers, we can leverage co-location services to maximize the value of new technology and 
deliver high speed connectivity to all popular public cloud providers.

Why NTT?

Technology expertise

We integrate technologies from market  
leaders and new disruptive players to  
provide you with an integrated infrastructure 
platform, using best practice, vendor-approved 
reference architectures.

Global assets and delivery

We serve clients, including 85+ Fortune 100 
companies, with our global network which 
spans more than 190 countries with a data 
center footprint of over 500,000m2 in more 
than 20 countries, and industry-recognized 
services capabilities.

Full-stack and full-lifecycle 

We provide full-stack technology solutions  
(from infrastructure to applications) and  
full-lifecycle services (from consultancy  
to on-going management) with end-to-end 
managed services.

Optimize hybrid cloud

We integrate and simplify hybrid cloud 
management and automation across  
on-premises, colocation data center,  
private cloud and public cloud.  
We provide globally consistent operations, 
together with localized support.

We can help you to successfully integrate multi-vendor  
services at scale, all while being able to secure  
infrastructure and operations across hybrid environments.




